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Adamek Open Workout in Wroclaw, Poland
Tomasz Adamek participated in an public workout today at Magnolia Park Mall in Wroclaw,
Poland. Adamek was warmly received by a crowd of over 500 of his loyal Polish fans, and
answered media questions after his workout.

In a blatant continuation of his ongoing attempt to bait the imperturbable Tomasz Adamek, Vitali
Klitschko breached the security agreement his own team designed regarding the open workout
today. Klitschko skipped his own grand entrance in favor of an intimidation tactic that clearly did
not affect the Polish favorite. Arriving in the middle of Adamek's public workout, Klitschko sat
with his entourage at ringside to observe the simple demonstration Adamek performed for his
fans. Adamek did not feel it necessary to reciprocate by remaining for Klitschko's workout.
The WBC Heavyweight Championship battle featuring reigning WBC champion Vitali Klitschko,
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42-2, 39 KO's and Tomasz Adamek, 44-1, 28 KO's, will be held Saturday, September 10th at
the new Municipal Stadium in Wroclaw, Poland. Some exclusive VIP Tickets are still available at
www.stadionwroclaw.pl.
In Poland the fight broadcast begins at 9:00pm CET on PPV, check with local cable and satellite
providers.The fight also will be shownt live, Saturday, September 10, on HBO World
Championship Boxing at 4:45pm ET, with a replay at 10:30pm that night, and will re-air on
September 11, 12 and 13, check your local listings.
www.mainevents.com
facebook.com/maineventsboxing twitter: @main_events or twitter.com/main_events

Comment on this article
the Roast says:
The bell tolls for thee, Grave Digger Adamek. My prediction is Adamek quits on his stool after
the 10th round because his face will be busted.
ali says:
Wow!! I think Vitali is little woried about Adamek.
Condor says:
I could be way off on this, but I think Adamek will have some moments today. Pull off the upset?
Can't go quite there (although I'd welcome it, as Adamek is a true pro), but I'm appreciating this
battle much more now than before. If TA's too brave and reckless, he'll get KO'd. But if he can
avoid walking into a bomb, who knows?
My prediction is Klitschko by stoppage in 7 in a bruising, mini-war type of fight.
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